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Another exciting year for the Math month has passed. The math month did its best to eradicate “ Octo Miel ‘ in
Al Ain Junior school. Many children this year have made mathematics their best friend, from being their worst
fear. Like every year , math month organized variety of competitions and concept based baded activities for
students according to their grade level.

Big Phyzzle
OBJECTIVE: Students will be able to apply logic and their knowledge of addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division to solve Puzzles .Puzzles enhance the problem solving ability, creative thinking ability and logical reasoning of children
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WARLI ART
The Warli Painting tradition in Maharashtra are among the finest examples of the folk style of paintings. The Warli tribe is one of the
largest in India, located outside of Mumbai. Despite being close to one of the largest cities in India, the Warli reject much of contemporary culture. These rudimentary wall paintings use a set of basic geometric shapes: a circle, a triangle, and a square. These
shapes are symbolic of different elements of nature. The circle and the triangle come from their observation of nature. The circle
represents the sun and the moon, while the triangle depicts mountains and conical trees. In contrast, the square renders to be a
human invention, indicating a sacred enclosure or a piece of land.
Glimpses of Activity:

MATH QUIZ CHALLENGE:
Mathematics Quiz is a small test administered to know the students' knowledge or it is a short duration test used to know the student's knowledge and understanding in the field of Mathematics. As part of the Math month a quiz competition was held.
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YEI-AJ Chapter Inauguration
The AJ Chapter of the Youth Economic Initiative (YEI) was officially inaugurated on Tuesday, 19
October 2021 from 4:45-5:45 PM with much pomp and gaiety.
YEI is a US-based, global network of high school economics clubs that regularly hosts competitions, conferences, and speaker events featuring prominent personalities from the world of economics, business, and finance. In addition to these events, they also provide
their chapters with numerous resources like slides, kahoots, quizzes, and activities on topics of microeconomics, macroeconomics, and financial literacy. They
have 71+ chapters and 3300+ members all across the world
who also have the opportunity to network through their Discord server and events.
The event started with a welcome address by the chapter president, Soumya Ray, and was followed by a prayer and the national anthem. The Principal Mr Mohammed Gaffar and vice principal of AJI, Ms. Humera
Sharief joined the Inauguration. Ms Humera Sharief spoke a few words of encouragement and
enlightened the students about the importance of economics, which was succeeded by a presentation by the President, Vice President (Kesia Ann Vino), Secretary (Aebel Thomas Mathew), and
Treasurer (Ahsan Abdullah Riyas) which detailed the meaning of economics and exhibited the
benefits of joining YEI. This was followed by a brief Q&A session and a talk by the guest speaker, Mahreen Munir-former head girl of AJB and current economics student at Minerva-on the significance of economics in everyday life. The Head of the Commerce department, Ms. K. Shamala,.G also addressed the students. The event ended with a vote
of thanks by the treasurer, Ahsan Riyas.
The Club members are
guided and supported
under the able leadership of Mr Abdul Noufal – Indian
System and Ms Racheal Manhema- British System our
talented Economics teachers. The event was organized under the guidance of our PDO Mr Ummar Farooq .It was an
informative and interactive one which saw participation
from students of both AJI and AJB. This is the first student-led and student-organized club at AJ, and we hope it proves to be a resounding success.
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Achievement Corner

Grade 11 students Kesia Ann Vino, Manasa
Rajesh and Sheba Pothen participated in Abu
Dhabi 1st Programming competition organized
by the Abu Dhabi university.

Congratulation to the TEAM !!!
Sumayyah Subaikathulla, Caron Chacko, Lakshmi
Vikas and Riya Aji won second prize in the short
video and infographic competition 2021, Emirates
Mars mission organized by Abu Dhabi University.

Congratulation to the TEAM !!!
Readers’ World Literary Quiz competitions—Riya Aji and
Caron won First prize.

Congratulation to the TEAM !!!
Danush and Layah Anne completed all activities in
mission digital energy and energy camp in the ADNOC 2021 Summer Camps.

Congratulation to the TEAM !!!
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Al Ain Juniors School celebrated Month of October
as Breast cancer awareness month . Student council along with the counselling department organized the Breast Cancer awareness campaign and
webinars during the month.

Happy Teachers’ Day
to all the teachers around the world
Acknowledging all the hard work you do for our young people

